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Abstract:  The UART_SPI interface a special type of interface because the SPI is a synchronous bus and the UART is an 
asynchronous bus. UART can communicate with only one peripheral.  This type of interface is necessary where PC is wants to 
communicate with the SPI slaves through UART port of PC, in this the SPI-UART interface is useful and also like this we 
need this type of interface in many applications. Using the UART-SPI Interface, UART can communicate with more number of 
devices. An UART is a device allowing the transmission and reception of information, in a serial and asynchronous way. 
Universal Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter are used asynchronous serial data communication between remote 
embedded systems. The UART can be used to control the process of breaking parallel data from the PC down into serial data 
that can be transmitted.  It consists of one receiver module and transmitter module. UART has been an important input/output 
tool for decades and is still widely used. UARTs are used for communication between two devices. SPI stands for Serial 
Peripheral Interface. It is a synchronous protocol that allows a master device to initiate communication with slave devices. SPI 
is a full duplex, serial bus commonly used because of its simple hardware interface requirements and protocol flexibility. SPI 
consists of two blocks. The SPI master and the SPI slave, the SPI Master which is being used in this design implements the 
master functionality of the SPI protocol. The UART-SPI interface provides usage for the universal asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter (UART) to serial peripheral interface (SPI).  This interface can be used to communicate to SPI slave 
devices from a PC with UART port. The interface consists of three blocks: the UART interface, the UART-SPI interfacing 
block and the SPI Master interface. 

 Index Terms: UART, Asynchronous serial communication; VHDL. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

   1.1 Overview of Serial Buses:  Serial buses find applications in various fields as they are being used in Communications, for 
Automotives, for Industrial purposes and in Consumer applications.      
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Fig.1. Serial Buses 

The various serial buses available are USB, UART, SPI, CAN, IEEE1394 and I²C. 

1.1.1. USB: 

         USB stands for Universal Serial Bus. It is available in different versions supporting                                                                           
different transmission speeds. USB 1.1 (called USB) supports 1.6MHz or 12MHz.USB 2.0 (called Hi-speed USB) supports 
480MHz. 

1.1.2. UART: 

    UART stands for Universal Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter. UARTs are used as serial chips on the PC motherboard 
(or on an internal modem card). It finds applications in Home Security, Entertainment, Robotics, Automotive, Cellular,   and 
Medical. 

1.1.3. SPI: 

 SPI stands for Serial Peripheral Interface. SPI supports the transmission speed of 110 KHz. All lines of SPI bus are 
unidirectional. 

1.1.4. CAN: 

  CAN stands for Controller Area Network.  Proposed by Bosch with automotive applications in mind (and promoted by CIA- 
of     Germany- for industrial applications). A single wire of CAN typically supports 33 KHz speed whereas CAN (fault 
tolerant) support 126 KHz and CAN (high speed) supports 1MHz speed. CAN objective is to achieve reliable communications 
in relatively critical control applications, e.g. engine management or anti-lock brakes. CAN bus is an accepted standard for 
Automotive and Industrial applications. 

1.1.5. IEEE 1394: 

    It is a bus standard devised to handle the high data throughput requirements of MPEG-2 and DVD. It is also known as “Fire 
wire” bus (registered trademark of Apple) . It supports the speed of 400MHz. 

1.1.6. I²C: 

 I²C stands for Inter-IC. It supports 100 KHz speed in Standard mode, in Fast mode it supports 400 KHz, and in     Hi-Speed 
mode it supports 3.4MHz.    
 
 

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF SERIAL COMMUNICATION USING UA RT 
 
       Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) is a kind of serial communication protocol; mostly used for short-
distance, low speed, low-cost data exchange between computer and peripherals. UARTs are used for asynchronous serial data 
communication by converting data from parallel to serial at transmitter with some extra overhead bits using shift register and 
vice versa at receiver. Serial communication reduces the distortion of a signal, therefore makes data transfer between two 
systems separated in great distance possible. It is generally connected between a processor and a peripheral, to the processor 
the UART appears as an 8-bit read/write parallel port. The UART implemented with VHDL language can be integrated into the 
FPGA to achieve compact, stable and reliable data transmission. Various designs are found in literatures for UART as different 
systems have different requirements and attributes which require data communication between its functional units. In recent 
years the researchers have proposed various UART designs like automatic baud rate synchronizing capability, predictable 
timing behavior to allow the integration of nodes with imprecise clocks in time-triggered real-time systems, recursive running 
sum filter to remove noisy samples, integration of only core functions into a FPGA chip to achieve compact, stable and reliable 
data transmission to avoid waste of resources and decrease cost, programmable logic to enable interfacing between 
asynchronous communications protocols and DSP having synchronous serial ports.  
 
       Basic UART communication needs only two signal lines (RXD, TXD) to complete full-duplex data communication. TXD 
is the transmit side, the output of UART; RXD is the receiver, the input of UART. UART‟s basic features are: There are two 
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states in the signal line, using logic 1 (high) and logic 0 (low) to distinguish respectively. For example, when the transmitter is 
idle, the data line is in the high logic state. Otherwise when a word is given to the UART for asynchronous transmissions, a bit 
called the "Start Bit" is added to the beginning of each word that is to be transmitted. The Start Bit is used to alert the receiver 
that a word of data is about to be sent, and to force the clock in the receiver into synchronization with the clock in the 
transmitter. After the Start Bit, the individual data bits of the word are sent, with the Least Significant Bit (LSB) being sent 
first. Each bit in the transmission is transmitted for exactly the same amount of time as all of the other bits, and the receiver 
“looks” at the wire at approximately halfway through the period assigned to each bit to determine if the bit is a 1 or a 0. When 
the entire data word has been sent, the transmitter may add a Parity Bit that the transmitter generates. The Parity Bit may be 
used by the receiver to perform simple error checking. Then at least one Stop Bit is sent by the transmitter. When the receiver 
has received all of the bits in the data word, it may check for the Parity Bits (both sender and receiver must agree on whether a 
Parity Bit is to be used), and then the receiver looks for a Stop Bit.  
 
      Regardless of whether the data was received correctly or not, the UART automatically discards the Start, Parity and Stop 
bits. If the sender and receiver are configured identically, these bits are not passed to the host. If another word is ready for 
transmission, the Start Bit for the new word can be sent as soon as the Stop Bit for the previous word has been sent. Because 
asynchronous data are “self synchronizing”, and they are shown in fig.2. 
 

 
 

Fig.2. UART Frame Format 
 

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTI-UART 
 

        The UART serial communication module is divided into three sub-modules: the baud rate generator, receiver module and 
transmitter module, shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the implementation of the UART communication module is actually the 
realization of the three sub-modules. The baud rate generator is used to produce a local clock signal which is much higher than 
the baud rate to control the UART receive and transmit; The UART receiver module is used to receive the serial signals at 
RXD, and convert them into parallel data; The UART transmit module converts the bytes into serial bits according to the basic 
frame format and transmits those bits through TXD. 
 

 
 

Fig.3. UART Module 
 
A. Baud Rate Generator 
 
 
  Baud Rate Generator is actually a kind of frequency divider. The baud rate frequency factor can be calculated according to a 
given system clock frequency and the required baud rate. The calculated baud rate frequency factor is used as the divider 
factor. 
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Assume that the system clock is 50MHz, baud rate is 9600bps, and then the output clock frequency of baud rate generator 

should be 1* 9600Hz. 
 
Therefore the frequency coefficient (M) i.e. counts value of the baud rate generator is:  
 
M =50MHz/1*9600Hz=5208 
 
 When the UART receives serial data, it is very critical to determine where to sample the data information. The ideal time for 

sampling is at the middle point of each serial data bit.  
 
In this design, we designed configurable baud rate generator which can selected by using two switch of cyclone II DE1 

board. The selection of baud rate is as shown. 
 

 
Hence, different baud rate has different frequency coefficient (M) i.e. count value of the baud rate generator.  
 
For 2400Hz, M =50MHz/1*2400Hz=20833  
 
For 4800Hz, M =50MHz/1*2400Hz=10416 
 
For 9600Hz, M =50MHz/1*2400Hz=5208 
 
For 19200Hz, M =50MHz/1*2400Hz=2604  

 
B. Receiver Module 
 

 During the UART reception, the serial data and the receiving clock are asynchronous, so it is very important to correctly 
determine the start bit of a frame data. The receiver module receives data from RXD pin. RXD jumps into logic 0 from logic 1 
can be regarded as the beginning of a data frame. When the UART receiver module is reset, it has been waiting the RXD level 
to jump. As we know, the ideal time for sampling is at the middle point of each serial data bit. Hence, RXD low level lasts at 
least half of receiving clock cycles is considered start bit arrives. Once the start bit been identified, from the next bit, begin to 
count the rising edge of the baud clock, and sample RXD when counting. Each sampled value of the logic level is deposited in 
the register parallel data signal (7, 0) by order. When the count equals 10, all the data bits are surely received, also the 10 serial 
bits are converted into a byte parallel data and deposited in the resister parallel data. 
 
     The state machine includes five states: R-Initial (waiting for the start bit), R-Center (find midpoint), R-Delay (Waiting for 
the sampling), R-Shift register (sampling), and R-Stop (receiving stop bit). 
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Fig.4. Receiver FSM 

 
     R-Initial Status: Initially, the UART receiver is reset; the receiver state machine will be in this state. In this state, the state 
machine has been waiting for the RXD level to be at logic 0, i.e. the start bit. Start bit indicates the beginning of a new data 
frame. Once the start bit is identified, the state machine will be transferred to Center state. Also, in this state, start flag is set to 
1. 
 
      R-Center Status: For asynchronous serial signal, in order to detect the correct signal each time, and minimize the total error 
in the later data bits detection. Obviously, it is the most ideal to detect at the middle of each bit. In this state, the task is to find 
the midpoint of each bit through the start bit. The method is by counting the number of clk count.  
 
     R-Delay Status: When the state machine is in this state, waiting for counting to reach final count value, then entering into 
shift register to sample the data bits. At the same time determining the received data in 10 bit with start and stop bit.  
 
    R-Shift register Status: In this state, data bits are sampled and stored it into shift register which is of 8 bit. After sampling the 
state machine transfers to delay state unconditionally, waits for the arrival of the next start bit. Also in this state, the start flag is 
reset.  
 
    R-Stop Status: when stop bit is 1. State machine doesn’t detect RXD in stop. After the stop bit, state machine turns back to 
R-START state, waiting for the next frame start bit.  
 
C. Transmit Module 
 
      The function of transmit module is to convert the sending 8-bit parallel data into serial data, adds start bit at the head of the 
data as well as stop bits at the end of the data. When the UART transmit module is reset by the reset signal, the transmit 
module immediately enters the ready state to send. In this state, the 8-bit parallel data is read into the Shift register (7: 0). The 
transmitter only needs to output 1 bit every bit count. The order follows 1 start bit, 8 data bits and 1 stop bit. Fig.5 shows the 
transmit module state diagram. This state machine has 5 states: X-Initial (free), X- Start (start bit), X-Delay (shift to wait), and 
X-Shift register (shift), X-Stop (stop bit). 
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Fig.5. Transmitter FSM 
     X-Initial Status: When the UART is reset, the state machine will be in this state. In this state, the UART transmitter has 
been waiting a data frame. When data frame is arrived, the state machine transferred to start, get ready to send start bit. Start bit 
indicates the beginning of a new data frame.  
 
   X-Start Status: In this state, sends a logic 0 signal to the TXD for one bit time width, the start bit. Then the state machine 
transferred to delay state. X-Delay Status: Similar with the R-delay state of UART receive state machine. X-Shift register 
Status: In this state, the state machine realizes the parallel to serial conversion of outgoing data. Then immediately return to X-
delay state.  
 
     X-Stop Status: Stop bit transmit state. When the data frame transmit is completed, the state machine transferred to this state, 
and sends logic 1 signal, that is, 1 stop bit. The state machine turns back to X-Initial state after sending the stop bit, and waits 
for another data frame to transmit. 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
    This chapter will provide the simulation and synthesis results of the project. The simulation is done using the Modelsim6.0 
simulator and the synthesis is done using the Xilinx ISE synthesis tool. The simulation and synthesis results of various design 
units are presented and each of them is explained with respected to its functionality.  
 
Register transfer level (RTL) schematic: 
  
 In integrated circuit design, register transfer level (RTL) description is a way of describing the operation of a synchronous 
digital circuit. In RTL design, a circuit's behavior is defined in terms of the flow of signals (or transfer of data) between 
hardware registers, and the logical operations performed on those signals. After the HDL synthesis phase of the synthesis 
process, use the RTL Viewer to view a schematic representation of the pre-optimized design.  

     The RTL schematic of flpating point multiplier and the technology schematic of floating point multiplier and the behavioral 
simulation waveform of floating point multipliers. 
 
a. RTL schematic 

 
Simulation Results 
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SYTHESIS REPORT 
 

 
 
 
DESIGN SUMMARY 
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RTL SCHEMATIC 
 

 
 
TECHNOLOGY SCHEMATIC 
 

 
 
 
 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

     The Interface of UART - SPI in SOC will come very effective in many applications. The communication in the SOC 
architecture makes easy as they have been connected with a bus. In future as of more applications will add into the subsystem 
the routing architecture plays a vital role in the system and it can be implemented in NOC. 
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